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1. More Implemented Details

For given videos during training, we use sliding windows
to sample input video clips in a predefined frame number,
i.e., the total frame number in our paper. All frames are
downsampled by the short side to 360 and meanwhile en-
sure the maximum size of the long side is 640. Then, we
apply the design Hybrid Temporal Scale Construction mod-
ule to build hybrid temporal scales in a sequential manner,
as in Sec.3.2.1 in the main submission. Take 8 total input
frames as an example, the result temporal scales have 8, 5
and 3 frames in temporal scale 0, 1 and 2 respectively. Sub-
sequently, the multimodal learning paths are constructed
for each temporal scale simultaneously, with the parame-
ters shared. During testing, we use a single temporal
scale, which incurs no additional parameters or computa-
tional costs.

We train the model using AdamW optimizer [2] with a
learning rate set to 5× 10−5 for visual backbone and 10−4

for the rest and weight decay set to 5−4. For a fair compar-
ison with the previous state-of-the-art methods, we utilize
the models pretrained with Ref-COCO [7], Ref-COCOg [7]
and Ref-COCO+ [3] with total input number set to 1. We
run the pretrain procedure for 12 epochs with the learning
rate decaying by 10 at epochs 8 and 10, as in [6]. The box
loss we utilized sums up the L1 loss and GIoU loss [5] with
coefficients set to 5 and 2. The mask loss we utilized sums
up the binary mask focal loss and DICE loss [4] with coef-
ficients set to 1 and 1. The classification loss we utilized is
the focal loss [1] with a coefficient set to 2.

† Corresponding author.
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Figure 1: Statistics of different query sets, complementing
Fig.3 in the main submission. The language descriptions to
same object can be either short or long, containing simple or
complex object semantics. In order to show our improved
ability of handling diversified text expressions, we sample
the shorter descriptions of the object to have the Short set
and the longer descriptions to have the Long set for experi-
ments .

2. Experiments

2.1. Length of language descriptions

As in Fig. 1, we show the statics of different query sets
utilized in Sec.4.4 for ablation on the length of language
descriptions. The median value of the number of words in
the Short set is 7, fewer than that of the Long set and All
set (11 and 9 respectively). As for the third quartile, the
same regular is observed, with values of the three sets as



(b) A white outlet

(c) A person floating in the water to the left of a surfer wearing a white shirt
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(a) The white toilet is behind the two sinks in the bathroom
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Figure 2: Visualization results of complex and simple language descriptions on Ref-Youtube-VOS. Red masks indicate
positive segmentation results and blue masks indicate negative. Our proposed HTML can clarify the object confusion in both
cases when similar objects, confusing backgrounds and complex scene structures exist.

10, 14 and 12 respectively. It proves that the text expres-
sions in the Short set are shorter than that of the Long set,
which is intuitively less complex. Further, it can be straight-
forwardly inferred that combining Short and Long sets, the
All set posses much more diversity in language semantics.
Finally, it can be proved that the three sets we used are ad-
equate for validating the effectiveness of our method in ex-
ploring the flexibility and diversity in language descriptions
for RVOS.

2.2. Visualization

We visualize the results of complex and simple language
descriptions of Ref-Youtube-VOS in Fig. 2. Specifically, we

compare two settings, i.e., baseline with only simple tempo-
ral scale, and our HTML with hybrid temporal-scale learn-
ing capacity. As expected, our HTML succeeds in all three
cases and when only a single temporal scale is applied dur-
ing training, the model fails to segment the target object in
different behaviours. In Fig. 2 (a), the toilet is referred to
with the assistance of sinks. When only a single temporal
scale is applied, the model can only successfully segment
the object under the circumstance that the sinks are absent.
Our HTML can succeed in all the frames by fully utiliz-
ing the clue of relative position to the sinks. In Fig. 2 (b),
the outlet shares similar appearance with the background,
i.e., all white and with few textures. Single temporal scale



fails to segment the object and regards the other white pixel
cluster as the target. Differently, our HTML can fully dis-
cover the core object semantics by the interaction of text
expression and different temporal scales and observing the
tiny visual dynamics. In Fig. 2 (c), the floating man is in
tiny scale and referred with the assistance of surfer, like the
case shown in (a). The baseline model trained by a single
temporal scale only fails in all frames, misled by the surfing
man. Our HTML can discover the object semantics in the
language description by engaging different temporal scales
into the multimodal learning process and can successfully
segment the object in all frames. All the results indicate
that our HTML can effectively alleviate object confusion by
dynamically constructing multimodal relations across tem-
poral scales.
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